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ABSTRACT

Physicists failed to see what the speed of light is, the speed of light is the transfer speed of light.

INTRODUCTION

There are internal and external speeds in nature, and there is an important difference between those speeds.

1.) An internal speed is a speed inside a medium, f.e. the transfer speed of a signal in a nerve, and that medium states the internal speed.

2.) An external speed is also a speed inside a medium, f.e. a thrust speed or a speed of propagation in air or water, and that medium doesn't state the external speed.

An internal speed is a transfer speed that we normally cannot see, because it's hidden inside the shell of a medium. A transfer speed of a medium can be recognized by it's unique speed properties, a signal in a nerve has those transfer speed properties.

1.) That signal in a nerve has a constant speed.

2.) That signal in a nerve has no acceleration at the start, it has an immediate maximum speed without thrust because it's transferred from one nerve cell to another.

3.) You cannot add a speed to the transfer speed of that signal because its medium (the nerve) states the speed.

Light has the same unique speed properties, and that tells us that photons are transferred from one ether particle to another with a transfer speed of 300.000 km/s.
Physicists ignored/ignore internal speeds because we normally don't see them, they are hidden inside the shell of a medium. So the transfer speed of light tells us that we are also inside the shell of a medium, and that medium is completely filled with ether. So our visible universe is a growing ether bubble, and we see the photons rushing by with a speed of 300.000 km/s because they are transferred by ether particles. But the universe is a strange medium because there are external speeds inside it as well, and those external speeds have nothing to do with that ether medium.

So light doesn't propagate through a vacuum, light can only be found where there is ether. And that tells us why the center of a galaxy or a black hole is black, it doesn't contain ether. My Vixra paper 1508.0191 explains what the center of a galaxy or a black hole is, it's the empty eye of an enormous invisible ether whirlpool. And that is why a galaxy has several of the following whirlpool properties, an eye, 2 jets, spiral arms, differential orbital speeds, and a wave like motion of the objects in that whirlpool. That eye is empty because the ether inside that eye is continuously pushed out in 2 visible/invisible jets, so it's black because light cannot enter it (it's an absolute vacuum). So light doesn't disappear inside a black hole, and that tells us that space doesn't bend near a black hole (so Einstein's theory of gravity is incorrect). And a black hole also tells us what the shell of our ether universe is, the universe is a growing ether bubble and the light inside that medium is contained by an endless absolute vacuum. Light cannot go beyond our visible universe because of that absolute vacuum, my Vixra paper 1803.0165 explains what that absolute vacuum is (it's the zero dimension).

CONCLUSION

The speed of light is the transfer speed of ether, photons are transferred from one ether particle to another with a transfer speed of 300.000 km/s.